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Treatment effect on mortality was the main model driver that emerged from models captured in this systematic review of cost-effectiveness studies of pharmacological interventions for heart failure (HF).The most frequently identified, top 5 ranked model drivers impacting on the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio were cost of treatment and utility, identified in 10% of relevant studies.While cost of treatment emerged as a main model driver, our findings demonstrate the higher relative importance of treatment effect on mortality in cost-effectiveness models of HF. This could be due to the simplicity of the model structures employed.

Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Heart failure (HF) is a well-recognized public health concern that imposes high economic and societal costs worldwide \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\], and is predicted to rise as the population ages \[[@CR1], [@CR4]\]. Evidence-based treatment of HF can be effective for lowering both morbidity and mortality \[[@CR5]--[@CR8]\]. However, to guide clinical decision making, estimates of their cost-effectiveness profiles and related main drivers are needed. Gathering evidence from modeling studies of pharmacological treatments that report on cost-effectiveness in HF is of particular value. In addition to highlighting relevant core modeling specifications and structures, systematic analysis may allow the determination of key components that drive these economic models. Through a systematic review of the literature, we previously highlighted some similarities in modeling approaches when assessing the cost-effectiveness of interventions for HF \[[@CR9]\]. However, our analysis recognized the need for modeling approaches that would allow patients to be reliably assessed throughout their journey, e.g., through hospitalizations, re-hospitalizations, and ideally outpatient visits \[[@CR9]\]. We also raised the need to further investigate what was driving these cost-effectiveness models, as studies that specifically explore model drivers remain scarce. As an extension to our previous review, this study sought to identify model drivers that emerge from a systematic review of cost-effectiveness models in HF treatment.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

A systematic review of the literature was conducted using a combination of search terms (see Appendix I in the supplementary electronic material \[ESM\], and described in full elsewhere \[[@CR9]\]). This follow-on analysis used the same systematic strategy within MEDLINE, EMBASE, the National Health Service Economic Evaluation Database, the Cost-Effectiveness Analysis Registry, the ScHARR Health Utilities Database, and the Cochrane Library Database, from January 1, 1997 extended to December 1, 2018 (Appendix I, see the ESM). The search was confined to cost-effectiveness studies conducted in patients with HF who were aged ≥ 18 years that provided details related to a pharmacological treatment for HF, and documented any mathematical model of cost-effectiveness specific to patients. Studies that were experimental, preclinical, pharmacokinetic, pharmacodynamic or observational in nature were excluded. Case reports or a case series (*n* \< 10 patients), letter(s) to an editor, or opinion pieces or review articles were not eligible for inclusion. Studies published prior to 1997 were not captured within the search parameters (Appendix I, see the ESM).

Titles and abstracts of all retrieved records were screened and duplicated publications removed. Relevant full-text records were examined in detail for information relating to study design, participants and population, intervention(s), treatment(s), and outcome(s). Manuscripts were also assessed to identify model type and software used, model drivers, and information related to probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) and value of information (VOI).

The top 5 model drivers were extracted from tables and tornado diagrams for each study, where available. We ranked the parameters in each model by their scale of impact on the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER), and documented the first five with the largest impact (e.g., the first five parameters listed on the tornado diagram). When extracted, model drivers were grouped into categories and ranked according to frequency of identification. Model drivers listed on the top of tornado diagrams or first reported within tables (where available) or reported in the study conclusions text regarding sensitivity analyses were also captured. We considered these "first-reported" model drivers as the main driver in the economic model. First-reported model drivers were also grouped according to category and ranked according to frequency of inclusion in the models. A "key model driver" was considered for descriptive purposes in this study as a model driver identified in \> 5% of studies, but all model drivers were captured a priori.

Both the search and screening phases were independently conducted by two trained investigators. Any disagreements were resolved by consensus with a senior investigator. For models retrieved from the study selection process, we reviewed good modeling practice and reporting by using the Consolidated Health Economic Evaluation Reporting Standards (CHEERS) checklist \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\]. One study by Polistena et al. \[[@CR12]\] was excluded from the CHEERS assessment as the paper was published in Italian; however, information was easily extractable for the qualitative analysis.

Results {#Sec3}
=======

Study Selection {#Sec4}
---------------

Of the 4276 citations identified, 69 were duplicates. A further 4086 articles failed to meet inclusion criteria, based on title and abstract screening. Forty-nine publications were excluded following full-text review, due to reasons outlined in Fig. S1 (Appendix II, see the ESM). As a result, 72 articles were included. One study by Ollendorf et al. \[[@CR13]\] was not included in the model driver assessment as the paper only reported a summary of results from an earlier cost-effectiveness analysis.

Description of Studies {#Sec5}
----------------------

Studies meeting eligibility criteria are summarized in Table S1 (Appendix III, see the ESM). Most of the 72 studies were carried out in the USA (26%) or UK (24%). Sacubitril/valsartan (19%), eplerenone (17%), or ramipril (14%) were the most commonly studied interventions. The majority of study participants were male, and the mean age ranged from 57 to 76 years. Study samples ranged from 49 to 11,055 patients. The majority of studies (72%) used the New York Heart Association (NYHA) classification for categorizing HF; however, 28% did not report HF classification.

For the 72 studies, Markov modeling (53%) and a trial or registry-based analysis (28%) were the most common approaches used. Discrete-event simulation (8%) and survival analysis (7%) were the only other approaches used by more than one study.

Sensitivity Analyses {#Sec6}
--------------------

Sensitivity analyses were carried out by the majority of studies. Fifty-seven studies (79%) used deterministic sensitivity analysis (DSA); 53 of these (93%) employed a one-way sensitivity analysis. Variables considered in studies using one-way sensitivity analyses are given in Table S1 (Appendix III, see the ESM). Among the studies that conducted one-way sensitivity analysis, 14 of these (26%) used 95% confidence intervals where applicable. Ten studies (19%) reported that they varied the parameters over plausible ranges, while 12 studies (23%) specified very large variations (from ± 20% up to ± 50%) from the point estimates. Eleven studies overall (15%) carried out a two-way analysis. A PSA was carried out by 33 studies (46%). Of the studies that carried out a PSA, 27 (82%) reported the number of simulations (most commonly 1000). Twelve studies (17%) reported use of bootstrapping techniques with the aim to capture uncertainty. The majority of studies that used bootstrapping were conducted in a trial-registry--based dataset (83%). Twenty-four studies (33%) included a tornado diagram.

In general, we found that PSA reported adequate parametric distributions around the various parameters evaluated. The most common distributions used for baseline risks were the beta (*n* = 10/18 \[56%\]) and Gompertz approach (*n* = 4/18 \[22%\]). For treatment effect and relative risk, the log-normal approach was used by the majority of relevant studies (*n* = 9/16 \[56%\]), followed by a normal distribution (19%). For utilities, a beta distribution was most commonly used (*n* = 11/15 \[73%\]). For costs, a gamma distribution was most commonly employed (*n* = 7/17 \[41%\]), followed by a triangular or log-normal approach (*n* = 3 each).

Key Model Drivers and Value of Information {#Sec7}
------------------------------------------

Of the studies identified by the search strategy (Appendix II, see the ESM), 37 studies (51%) explicitly discussed model drivers in detail, within the text of the manuscript (Table S1, Appendix III, see the ESM). Model drivers that emerged from the analysis are given in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Cost of treatment and utility were the most frequently identified top 5 ranked model drivers, reported in 10.1% of models. Other key drivers (i.e., identified in more than 5% of studies) included treatment effect on mortality, duration of treatment, treatment effect on cardiovascular (CV) mortality, and baseline CV mortality (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). Treatment effect on mortality was the main (first-reported) model driver in 24.3% of studies. Treatment effect on CV mortality and model time horizon emerged as first-reported model drivers, in 13.5% and 8.1% of studies, respectively. Other first-reported model drivers in \> 5% of studies were baseline all-cause mortality risk, cost of hospitalization, duration of effectiveness, and baseline CV mortality (5.4% of studies, respectively; Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). Beyond these, a list of heterogeneous model drivers was identified, with many drivers reported by only one model.Fig. 1Key model drivers: **a** top 5 ranked model drivers and **b** first-reported model drivers. *CV* cardiovascular, *TE* treatment effect

Few studies reported on VOI, as just two studies (3%) included an analysis of expected value of perfect information (EVPI).

CHEERS Assessment {#Sec8}
-----------------

The majority of CHEERS items \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\] were documented, and most articles demonstrated reasonable methodological reporting quality (Fig. S2; Appendix II, see the ESM). Domains frequently not reported on included "characterizing heterogeneity" (by 18 studies \[25%\]) and "choice of model" (by seven studies \[10%\]).

Discussion {#Sec9}
==========

Through a systematic review of the literature, this study highlights the key model drivers that emerge from an assessment of cost-effectiveness studies for HF management. From the top 5 ranked model drivers, cost of treatment and utility most commonly emerged, and the model drivers ranked first were treatment effect on mortality or on and CV mortality. Interestingly, treatment effect on mortality was more frequently the main model driver than treatment time horizon or hospitalization costs. These observations highlight the critical importance of treatment effect in driving modeling outcomes in these HF studies, and the importance of carefully assessing treatment effects when building cost-effectiveness models for HF management.

Beyond drivers relating to treatment, within the top 5 ranked model drivers, baseline CV mortality risk more often emerged than factors related to hospitalizations, reinforcing a need to monitor at-risk patients along their trajectory of decline \[[@CR14]\]. Although baseline mortality risk (all-cause or CV mortality) and cost of hospitalization were among the first-reported, main model drivers, no study modeled rehospitalization change explicitly. Given the simplicity of the model structures employed, it is not unexpected that these were among the main model drivers. Indeed, because most of the models employed in HF are simply alive \> (hospitalization) \> death, it is easy to understand why treatment effects on mortality and baseline CV mortality were among the most commonly identified drivers. We therefore believe there is an unmet need to develop more complex models of cost-effectiveness and risk around rehospitalization, to educate healthcare providers and payers. This is particularly relevant as in recent years the USA has increased efforts to reduce 30-day readmission rates, by imposing financial penalties if hospitals have a high readmissions ratio \[[@CR15]\].

By highlighting the key model drivers, we hope to inform future efforts in building cost-effectiveness models in HF management. However, a key failing within the cost-effectiveness models was the general lack of studies carrying out any type of VOI, with just two studies reporting EVPI and none reporting an expected value of partially perfect information (EVPPI) or expected value of sample information (EVSI). VOI is an important tool for studying uncertainty associated with a coverage decision and its implications, and can help to estimate the value of collecting additional data to reduce decision uncertainty \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\]. Authors have noted that application of VOI analyses remains limited, and that a better awareness is needed to align VOI assessments with the needs of decision makers \[[@CR17]\]. Our study reflects this conclusion with regard to VOI analysis within recent cost-effectiveness models for HF.

The studies identified through our systematic approach typically employed a Markov or trial-based analytic approach, with most models displaying sufficient detail with regard to model perspectives and discount rates. However, more than half of the retrieved studies lacked transparency in important features of their analyses, including aspects of model structure, software used, simulations carried out, and completeness of results reported. Reassuringly, when more recent studies were assessed, we noted that transparency was generally increased. Collectively, we feel improved adherence with CHEERS standards and other similar reporting guidelines \[[@CR10], [@CR18]\] needs to be upheld, alongside a wider open-source modeling initiative for publication of cost-effectiveness models, to allow for full understanding of the methodologies employed.

The current study should be interpreted in light of some limitations. As noted above, there was wide variation in the reporting of key information within studies, and our analysis is therefore limited to the information provided in the published manuscripts. Half of the studies were carried out in the UK or USA; therefore we cannot assume generalizability in other cohorts. Of the 23 studies published in the past 3 years, 74% involved a sacubitril/valsartan comparison with enalapril, assessing cost-effectiveness based on the PARADIGM-HF study. As such, a bias towards certain treatment interventions cannot be overlooked, particularly in most recent years. We have only been able to draw conclusions on model drivers based on the information available in 51% of retrieved studies, which explicitly discussed model drivers within the text of their manuscript with sufficient detail. It was beyond the scope of this brief communication to provide an in depth assessment of the mechanisms behind the relevance/identification of each model driver. Furthermore, we could only assess model drivers as factors determining the robustness/uncertainty of ICERs within the models described. We therefore believe there are missed opportunities as a result of this lack of user-evaluable information in the design and utility of risk prediction models for the management of HF. In addition, the majority of studies that reported DSA did not specify the type of ranges adopted or used a large variation (i.e., ≥ 20%) from the point estimates. As a result, bias could have been introduced in the key drivers identified. In addition, structural uncertainty was not assessed. Further research is needed to conclude on how these model drivers can be used to build better cost-effectiveness models.

In conclusion, treatment effect on mortality was the most frequently identified first-reported model driver across the identified decision analytic models designed for evaluating the cost-effectiveness of HF. Among top 5 ranked model drivers, cost of treatment and utility were most frequently identified. While cost of treatment was a frequently identified model driver, our findings suggest a higher relative importance of treatment effect on baseline mortality outcomes in cost-effectiveness models of HF.
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